Viseum® Command Control
Viseum CiVMS™ (Central Intelligent Video Management System)
Viseum’s CiVMS Software Technology Services are used to manage multiple Viseum camera installations
from a single graphical user interface (GUI). Also optimizing many commodity cameras, security systems and
devices.
This software system’s technical performance and reliability come from a unique feature-rich software
platform. Viseum iVOS™ (Intelligent Virtual Operator Software) central processing video analytics, is used for
real-time alarms and situational awareness. It is an intuitive video management system (VMS), command
control, NVR storage system and virtual matrix. It has operator workstation monitoring software for PCs and
smartphones.
To ensure that the entire security enterprise is truly future-proof, Viseum’s CiVMS advanced central intelligent
video analytics can also be used to optimize commodity cameras.

https://www.viseum.co.uk/

System Performance for 24/7/365
operation – Optimized performance
and resilience
A key strength is the reliability and operational performance of our software. Expertise in optimizing high
processing analytics for routine and emergency processes. Operating automatically as one harmonised
system. The CiVMS can deliver 24/7/365 operation, optimizing the security architecture without any human
input until the first responders are required.
Typical optimized resilience Viseum system CCTV design:
Automatic saving of all settings including

Automated server resource optimization

user interface settings, screen sizes,

and prioritisation.

screen location across multiple monitors.

One-click import and export of all settings

Automatic full system restore after

for backing up or for replicating the same

unexpected events like power loss.

setup on another computer.

Diagnostics parameters display.

Failover management server.

Fully distributed architecture with no single

Redundant recording server.

point of failure.

Watchdog to monitor application system
health.

Optimizing legacy system architecture
Security professionals recognize Viseum as a step-change in security, surveillance and video analytics
capability. With much already invested in sub-optimal legacy systems, some fear that there is no realistic way
of a complete refit and upgrade to an all-Viseum intelligent camera and video management system. However,
Viseum software is hardware-independent. Viseum iVOS and CiVMS Software Technology Services, and
Viseum cameras, are designed to be retro-compatible with a customer’s legacy systems and any other
cameras. When Viseum software is commissioned, security professionals can be assured their legacy camera
installations are also future-proofed. Also, with our intelligent analytics, their video wall will spring to life for the
very first time.
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Command Control and Communications - Design Innovation
The command control should be located near the capital city. This is of benefit to the customer, for security
control and speed of addressing security issues. Its location must be kept secret. It can remain as the
command control that will oversee all other monitoring rooms of the city. Also, for when surveillance
architecture expands to all zones. We recommend that the first 4+ zones can be managed directly from the
command control.

https://www.viseum.co.uk/

Design Resilience – This is a mission-critical service for security and public safety. It is important to allow for
the system design to include failsafe backup of the command control and communications. An identical
backup mirror of the command control should be considered located within 10 km to 50 km.
The high-risk command control and monitoring room environments are protected facilities. They are built to
high standards designed to withstand, and keep operating through cyber and physical attacks, and natural
disasters. A comprehensive approach involves the creation of a resilient structure located within a controlled
environment. It requires access control, technical maintenance and logistical capacity to support operations
through protracted periods of threat. This means a hardened exterior structure is often chosen. Similar levels
of protection may be delivered using sophisticated architectural features, which give resilience and create a
good working environment.
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communications. This produces the fastest and most accurate complete end-to-end security service.
Independent of any infrastructure, Viseum’s intelligent cameras provide constant vigilant surveillance
24/7/365. This uniquely produces close-up video of throughout the incident. The incident can then be reported
in sufficient detail for it to be dealt with in the most rapid and efficient way.
It is common practice to embed this type of CCTV environment within the command control environment.
From where the deployable assets are managed and supported. If in the same building or operating remotely,
information must be passed promptly to command control dispatchers. This is for patrols or other assets to be
promptly deployed. It is essential to interact dynamically with the dispatcher so that updates may be passed
and queries responded to immediately.
The command control and monitoring rooms can operate with military or police trained workforce. Befitting
their supervisory and managerial ranks to support operations. Operator responses will include a high
proportion of significant or ‘critical’ incidents. Such as a protest demonstration or bomb scene. For these, high
levels of supervision are employed. This facility must then filter the trained workforce into these live
operations. Including a dedicated capability to monitor and support each incident taking place within camera
views.
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The Concept of Arced Pod Surveillance
By turning the straight desk into an ‘arced pod’ immediately allows operators to engage with each other. This
creates collaborative team responses to challenges and complex incidents. Workloads can be shared and
broken down into parallel activities much more easily than when operators are in a straight line. The arc
supports interaction – the workforce can talk to each other more and PC screens are shared.
Business continuity seats are fully operational positions within the pod but are not normally used. They allow
the workforce with technical faults to immediately move to an adjacent seat with the minimum disruption to
operations. These positions may also be used to increase operational capacity at times of surge.

Supervisory Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) - This seat is typically for a corporal or sergeant. They are
positioned behind the pod to prevent the NCO becoming just another operator. This keeps them sufficiently
close so that they can intervene or support operators as necessary.

https://www.viseum.co.uk/

Command Control Design Service
Viseum designers can transform any building into a state-ofthe-art command control or monitoring room. To deliver a
Safe City, Viseum design expertise takes into account the
challenges of all security management workforce, security
operators and processes. This optimizes their use of every
security asset available. They can take full advantage of all
generated information.

> Play YouTube video <

Managerial Officer - is relieved of the need to operate their
own technical systems by giving them 1 or 2 assistants. This
allows them to focus on assessing information, deciding
activities and making decisions. This encourages the
individual to operate within the role rather than become
distracted with typing or operating equipment.
The Special Operations Room at the London Metropolitan
Police (Scotland Yard) has successfully used these design
features since 2007. This is also used for protecting the
Olympic Games.
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Outline design and considerations for the initial city zones
The relationship and shared workload between pods can be used to create highly collaborative and interactive
environments. The following example layout would be suitable for managing the surveillance of 2 city zones.

Zone 1

Zone 2

Video walls are used to present large images of incidents being responded to. Not multiple camera images of
useless information. The proposed trial period for monitoring the first 2-4 zones can determine if a dedicated
training facility is needed. This initial design will employ a shared pod for training and event support.
There are many factors to be considered for the design of the facilities and operations:
Power – Power must be both resilient and consistent. Local ‘grid’ supplies may be intermittent and vulnerable.
Also, sustaining and protecting uninterrupted power supplies (UPS) in hot environments can create a high
maintenance and air conditioning burden.
Diesel rotary uninterruptible power supplies (DRUPS) mitigate these issues. These provide clean power
during normal use and when grid power is interrupted. They are often mounted on the building’s roof in threes.
This provides resilience when one is faulty or out of use for maintenance. Safe storage of fuel for at least one
month for the DRUPS needs to be incorporated in the design. It must be secure and of no threat to the
building.
Air Conditioning – Provision needs to be made for sufficient air conditioning to maintain a comfortable
temperature at all times, including in the Technology Equipment Rooms (TERs).
Access Control – This is a complex design area including physical and technical systems. Approaches and
access need to be managed from beyond ‘stand-off’ distances, through to critical areas within the building,
including workforce screening, biometrics, accreditation and cybersecurity.
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Video Storage – Strategic decisions need to be made for data and video storage:
Are all cameras recorded continuously, or is this controlled by the systems analytics?
ANPR systems produce the identified vehicle’s licence plate number. The image captured by the
ANPR camera, is included with any other CCTV image of the scene. All cameras have different
intelligence and evidential uses, and may support each other in some scenarios. More complex
vehicle movement pattern analysis and historic backtracking may involve data months or years old.
Instant replay is important within the monitoring rooms. It will be important to supply those images
dynamically to a command control and other government agencies.
What size of datacentre is available?
How long is instant replay access required for investigations, e.g. 2 months, 6 months or 12 months?
When are recordings archived for long-term storage and for how long are archives kept? What
storage media is to be used for the archives, and where should they be stored?
UK Example – camera feeds displayed within Police monitoring rooms are kept for 7 years to match the time
limit on civil actions. Much of the data is transferred after three months up to one year, over to non-volatile
storage. This data may be retained indefinitely, or have retention periods that meet local operational needs,
procedures or legislation.
Video Wall – Video walls are used for the display of significant incidents, news feeds and video conferencing.
They will not present confusing multiples of images. Video wall screens can be traditional BARCO-style front
access back-projected cubes that give high definition. Thin (no) bezel LCD/LED TV screens are a good
alternative. They have the benefit of producing less heat than projected image screens.
Furniture – Viseum produces customised arc pods using computer-controlled laser cutting systems. This desk
design comes with rear access to the PCs and technology within the desk. Hidden cableways give a highquality highly functional environment with a clean look and feel. This can be part of our customised design
process.
Data Networking – To enhance resilience, breaking the TER into 2 physical areas (each Halon protected) is a
common approach. Continuing this principle within the data networking, having alternate operator
workstations fed from the 2 different rooms delivers significant resilience to the desktop.
If an identical backup mirror is delivered as part of solution resilience, dynamic backing up of all data, indexes,
etc, should be considered as part of the solution. This is best achieved using fibre connectivity between the 2
sites.
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